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WORLD ANTI-DOPING CODE

- First adopted in 2003 with effect in 2004
- Amended and effected on 1 January 2009
- Revision + approval by WADA Conference in Johannesburg 15 November 2013
- Effective 1st January 2015
New FAI Anti-doping Rules to come into force on 1st January 2015 – Major Changes

- **Sanctions**
  - Standard 4 years
  - New code introduce the concept of “Intentionality”
  - With specific substances – under some conditions
    - Sanction range: from reprimand to a 2 years sanction

- **Violations**
  - Now 10 types of violations. "Prohibited association" is added

- **TUE Therapeutic Use Exemption**
  - Mutually recognized by International Federations and National Anti-doping Federations around the world
  1. International Level athlete: apply their International Federation
  2. If a TUE is already approved from a National Federation
    - International Federation must recognize TUE
  3. International Federation choose to extend the validity of aTUE, automatically for a class of substances or for selected class of substances

- **Whereabouts /Out-of-Competition Test**
  - No more Registered Testing Pools
  - Eventually Testing Pools – (Athletes provide only general information ....) No sanctions if not available for random test
Art. 4.1. Publication and revision of the prohibited list
Art. 4.2. Prohibited substances and prohibited methods identified on the prohibited list
Art. 4.3. Criteria for including substances and methods on the prohibited list
Art. 4.4. Therapeutic Use Exemption
Art. 4.5. Monitoring program
FAI TUE Panel
HOW we are working

- Tool used by the TUE panel:
  
  ADAMS system

  Anti-Doping Administration & Management System

  ADAMS allows for on-line management of TUE requests as well as online notification of those involved in the process
FAI–CIMP (Medico-Physiological Commission / FAI Technical Commission)

- CIMP stand for — Commission Internationale Médico-Physiologique
- Origin and mission:
  created to study the medical and physiological factors that influence human performances and behaviour
- Meetings
  FAI-CIMP meets once a year at an annual meeting to attend to specialized reports, make recommendations and approve statements
  Designate the members of the TUE Panel
Bureau of CIMP 2014-2015

- Juergen Kneuppel (Ger) President
- Marti Lepojarvi (Fin) Vice-President
- Maria Osinga – Meek (Ned) Vice-President
- Kaz Shimada (Jpn) Vice-President
- Richard Garrison (USA) Secretary
FAI – CIMP
Technical Representative & Special duties

- CIMP annual meeting designate the TUE panel
- 2014 – 2015 TUE panel
  - Geoff McCarthy – Panel Chair (USA)
  - Maria Osinga – Meek (Ned)
  - Kaz Shimada (JPN)
  - Hiltrud Garthe (Ger)
  - Jacques Berlo (Bel)
  - Richard Garrison (GBR)
FAI Therapeutic Use Exemption Procedure
Confidentiality of all received informations

Athlete submit:
- TUE Application form + Athlete Declaration
- Medical Info + treatment + medication
- Doc signed + confirmed by medical Doctor via ADAMS (or courier)

FAI-Anti-Doping Manager
send to
TUE Panel members (5 members)

Advices, approval or not approval by at least 3 TUE Panel members

FAI-Anti-Doping Manager
Decision of TUE Panel

Athlete
1. **Athlete Information**

2. **Medical information** + separate sheet if necessary
   - diagnosis with sufficient medical information
   - If a permitted medication can be used to treat the medical condition, athlete have to provide clinical justification for the requested use of prohibited medication.

3. **Medication details**
   - Name of prohibited substance /dose/route of administration /frequency /Intended duration of treatment
   - Information if there was any previous TUE approved
4. **Medical practionner’s declaration**

5. **Retroactive applications**
   - Informations about the reason

6. **Previous applications**
   - Questions about previous TUE application(s)

7. **Athlet’s declaration**

Application form send to
FAI-Anti-Doping Manager
FAI Fédération Aéronautique International
MSI Avenue de Rhodanie , 54
1007 Lausanne    Switzerland
or via ADAMS
Prohibited List

Testing – ISTI – International Standard for testing and Investigations

Therapeutic Use Exemption (TUE)

Protection of Privacy and Personal Information
FAI Anti-Doping Program

2014
- 10 Out-Of-Competition tests
- 4 competitions
- No adverse analytical findings

2015
- Out-Of-Competition tests but on a larger pool and focusing on competitions (where substances are used) which would not be FAI events
- In-Competition tests: planned on 5 events and in WAG
Education program to be continued

- Website (a lot of videos available)
- Forms
- Presentation at ASC meetings
- Etc

Relationship with WADA to be continued

- WADA has understand the “uniqueness” of air sports
- We try to have less burden as possible
- But to continue having a clean and fair sport